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Electrical ventilated chicken-spit
with infrared technology

The CB-Chicken
For decades now, chicken has been the
most popular and consumed food in the
world. Economical, low-fat and nutritious, it
presents itself as a healthy and ideal meal for
the whole family. At CB, as a leader in the
roasting industry for over 50 years, we have
optimized and perfected chicken cooking
thanks to a wide variety of models (more than
60) and a philosophy that looks to the future
without forgetting the traditional tastes. The
result is a delicate and uniform cooking which, combined with natural oxygenation, gives a juicy, crunchy and golden meat on the
outside. This is our quality mark, this is the
CB-Chicken.

Production
Chicken Master guarantees, with long fork
tools, 35 chickens in a single cooking cycle.
Tools
7 long fork tools included.
Cooking system
Hot air ventilation and infrared
technology

Excellent visibility and presentation,
thanks to the amazing view offered by the
2 front and rear panoramic windows

Cooking capacity
35 Chickens

Cook and keep hot
with the same machine

7 long fork tools
included

Designed for optimal placement in supermarkets, takeaways and bistros, the new Chicken
Master brings numerous advantages.
Quality features
• Preparation, storage and presentation of the
product in a single space
• Double circulating air flow with infrared cooking technology
• CB Auto Cooking System that offers the
best results in terms of flavour and texture
• Single rotation movement with long fork tools and other tools
• Programmes that facilitate use and guarantee constant quality
• Can be positioned anywhere thanks to its
ventless extractor hood (optional)
• Optimal food presentation thanks to the large glass surfaces designed for Front Cooking
• With the patented CB Self-Cleaning Innovation, automatic washing of the cooking
chamber and tools

Discover CB

Th e C B- C hi c k e n

Electrical ventilated chicken-spit with
infrared technology

Up to 5 different types
of cooking tools

CB Self-Cleaning Innovation
Self-cleaning programme for tools,
and, separately, for the
cooking chamber
Includes booster pump
for deep cleaning
Optional: ventless extractor hood or
hood with labyrinth inox filters

Intuitive usability
with the control panel touch screen
Utmost operator safety
thanks to the double glass and ergonomic
handle with safety opening

Easy to use

Cooking programs
In the cooking programmes, you can associate recipes with tools. The advantage? Simultaneous management of up to 7 different
programmes and a large variety of recipes
from the very first use. Just select the type of
food (white or red meat or pork) and activate
the cooking. Finally, via the special “Favourites” panel, you can consult and activate your
favourite recipes in just a few clicks.

Hot display
The hot display programme uses infrared
technology to preserve the cooked food at
a temperature of 65°C. At the end of a time
limit of 4 hours, an automatic timer will give
an acoustic warning to signal the end of the
hot display programme.

®

Regeneration
In your regeneration list, you will find a large
variety of recipes. After starting Chicken Master, simply click on Regeneration and activate the desired programme.

Touch Screen
intuitive usability with CB Auto Cooking software
Versatility
thanks to CB Cooking programmes

CB Auto-Cooking
the highest food safety
Optimization
in the cooking planning

Ea s y t o u se

Easy to insert and remove
the cooking tools

Autonomous washing
The patented CB Self-Cleaning Innovation system guarantees effective washing
of the chamber, and, separately, of all
cooking tools. The system uses two products specially developed for the machine: an alkaline degreaser and a sparkling
aid.

Optimal cooking
that enhances
flavour
Juicy, crunchy and golden on the outside.
CB Chicken is the result of optimal and uniform cooking. The combination of the double
circulating air flow and CB infrared cooking
technology shortens cooking times compared to traditional chicken-spits, and, at the
same time, enhances the quality of the food.

Op t i m a l c o o k i ng

Food safety with CB Auto Cooking
The CB Auto Cooking automatic energy regulation system instantly corrects any energy
curve changes. This means that when fully
loaded or the door is opened, Chicken Master immediately detects the change in heat
and corrects it in order to fully guarantee both
food safety and energy-efficient cooking.

Regeneration
Chicken Master, with its clever combination
of ventilation and infrared technology, guarantees optimal regeneration of any food. On
selecting the Regeneration programme, a
delicate and enveloping heat brings pre-cooked foods back to the ideal serving temperature. This not only guarantees the perfect
browning, without carbonization, but also
quickly restores intense, genuine flavours.

Gentle regeneration
of precooked foods

Re ge n er at i on

Regeneration system
ventilation and infrared heating in one
Ideal core temperature
for consumption
Healthy food regeneration
that is carbon-free

The innovative
hot display feature
With the new infrared heat maintenance programme, you can drive sales by presenting
your products in the most attractive way inside Chicken Master. The heat maintenance
programme uses infrared technology to keep
the various foods hot in a static environment,
that is, without ventilation and at a constant
temperature of 65°C, whether whole chickens, thighs, wings or other kinds of meat.
By using Chicken Master for both cooking
and hot display, you will have a two-in-one
machine that allows you to spend more time
with your customers and, therefore, boost
sales.

Two-in-one system
cooking chamber and hot display
Meets the high demand
of peak hours

Saves space
and increases sales

H o t d is p la y

Chicken Master guarantees lasting juiciness
and uniform cooking

®

Maximum hygiene with fully automatic
cleaning

Chicken Master guarantees maximum reliability and hygiene with completely automatic
washing in using the CB Self-Cleaning
Innovation system in any service situation,
be that in a supermarket, delicatessen, eatery or commercial restaurant, ensuring correct HACCP traceability.
The advantages of CB Self-Cleaning Innovation are tangible, above all in your kitchen. It
saves you costs and cleaning time.

Tool cleaning programme

The tool cleaning programme can be activated independently from the daily cooking
chamber cleaning or in combination. Once
the tools have been washed with the special
nozzle, they must be removed from Chicken
Master to allow use of the classic nozzle for
the daily cooking chamber washing cycle.
The daily cooking chamber cleaning time
is significantly reduced by the tool cleaning
cycle. The machine automatically adjusts the
detergent dosing so that the consumption
remains unchanged.

Maximum sanitation
Completely autonomous cleaning
Patented system
Ease of use for the operator
Full programme control via the user interface
Checks on cleaning history
Savings on costs (Labour)

Au t o m a t ic c l ea n in g

Self-cleaning programmes
• Daily cooking chamber washing
• Cooking tools washing

Compact design
for efficient use
of space
Do you have limited space? No problem,
with Chicken Master you can offer your customers the spectacle of tempting and impactful cooking. One of the advantages of
using the machine both as a chicken-spit
and then as a hot display counter is the smart
use of space. What’s more is that, thanks to
the optional ventless extractor hood, you can
place Chicken Master wherever you want,
without having to rely on an external extractor system.

Cooking and hot display
in just 1m²
Up to 5 different types
of cooking tools
Position anywhere
thanks to the ventless extractor hood

C om p ac t de s ig n

Optimal product presentation
on both customer and operator side, with
front and rear glass

Increase sales
The inviting presentation of the product during the entire cooking process boosts impulse buys and drastically increases sales.
Chicken Master is particularly striking thanks
to its ample front and rear glass surfaces. The
final result? A crispy chicken that is extremely
tasty, and, above all, remains so for hours.
With every purchase, you will gain more customers!

Areas of use

Large scale
distributions

Take-away

Rotisserie

I nc re a s e s a le s

Gastronomy

synergy 4.0

new
Remote control through a
customizable online software

industry 4.0

CB Synergy collects production progress data online and renders such available in order to periodically monitor and
measure production productivity and efficiency.
• To determine the productivity of own equipment in a single solution
• To customise the interface to your needs
• To constantly monitor scheduled cooking phases and optimise daily production according to your needs
and requirements
• To access from anywhere with a simple click

Chicken Master Auto-Cooking & Self-Cleaning Innovation Industry 4.0

Cod. 14100931

Chicken Master
Tools
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Ø

1 Kg

Long fork tools

Usable measure 620 mm
Cod. 14080016.CM

Flat cage tool

Usable measure 570 mm
Cod. 14080146.CM

Basket grid

Usable measure 600 mm
Cod. 14080015.CM

Clamps set for central tool

Cod. 14080509.CM

WARNING: In order to avoid collisions and consequent damage to the equipment, when using tilting baskets at the same time as
other types of non-tilting tools, it is necessary to leave one space empty either before and after each tilting basket!
NOTE: In this case it will no longer be possible to use the total cooking capacity of the machine.

Convex cage tool

Usable measure 570 mm
Cod. 14080508.CM

Tool for roast Ø 100 mm
Usable measure 570 mm

Cod. 14080507.CM
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Chicken Master
Hood

Hood with labyrinth inox filters

Ventless extractor hood with motor Leading-edge technology!

Ø 150 mm Fitting

Sustainable and efficient

Labyrinth filter with grease collection tank

2 Labyrinth filters with fat drip tray

Certified filter system

Metal mesh filter with 3 sub-filters

Protective metal mesh filter for operator and motor safety

Easy cleaning

Electrostatic filter with sub-filter

On request with motor kit 675 m³/h with changeable speed (230V~ - 180W)

Filter and cells washable

Ionization and ozonization cell

Dishwasher safe filters

Motor power 400 m³/h

Activated Carbon Filter

A classic extractor hood, which, once connected to the flue, eliminates both bad odours and fumes produced during the cooking cycle. Thanks to a labyrinth filter system, and, if required, a variable speed motor
kit.

Cod. 14100718.CM

The ventless extractor hood: prevents unpleasant odours and smoke in your kitchen! Elimination of fats,
odours and fumes during cooking by filters and cells inside the ventless extractor hood.

Cod. 14100835.CM
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Chicken Master
Supplies

Heat – Gauntlet

Herbs can 2,5 Kg

A balanced mix of natural aromas that restore intense and decisive flavours. An essential consumable
for anyone who wishes to enhance the goodness of
their meat, healthily and without waste. Perfect for
chickens, roasts, ribs and any rotisserie product.

Non-slip gloves in poly cotton / para-aramid with a
latex coating on the palm and fingers. Offering protection against mechanical risks and heat and cold,
it is the ideal PPE to guarantee total operator safety
while inserting and extracting the cooking tools.

Cod. AROMI-25

Cod. GUANTI-CB

®

Cleaner degreaser CB Self-Cleaning Innovation,
14 kg tank

A formula specially designed for equipment of the
CB Self-Cleaning Innovation line. The CB degreaser, in addition to ensuring perfect cleaning of the
cooking chamber, is designed to safeguard the drive
discs, which are fundamental for the correct rotation
of the meat during the cooking cycle.
Cod. 15030124

Chicken Master

®

®

Sparkling aid CB Self-Cleaning Innovation, 1 L
tank

A formula specially designed for equipment of the
CB Self-Cleaning Innovation line. The CB sparkling
aid, when used together with the alkaline degreaser,
guarantees sparkling clean surfaces, rapid drying of
the cooking chamber and perfectly shiny panoramic
glass on both customer and operator sides.
Cod. 15030064

Water softener kit

An effective tool that eliminates limescale and restores optimal water hardness to within 6-10°F, ideal for
washing with CB Self-Cleaning Innovation. The softener is connected to software that monitors the optimal salt level. Ordering recommended when purchasing the chicken-spit.

Cod. 14080510

®

Tool washing nozzle

Suitable for washing the tools inside the cooking
chamber.

Cod. 14080495.CM

Chicken Master
Technical
specifications
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WIDTH

MODEL

Chicken Master
Cod. 14100922 - Cod. 1400931

SPITS/BASKET GRIDS
CHICKENS

7
35

WIDTH

1070 mm

DEPTH

1000 mm

HEIGHT

1892 mm

NO. CHAMBERS
VOLTAGE

1
400V 3N~

POWER

13,7 KW

WEIGHT

265 Kg

CB SRL
Via Vienna, 41
24040 Bottanuco
Bergamo, Italy

cb_cucine_professionali
CB srl

+39.035.499491

www.cb-italy.com

+39.035.907545

info@cb-italy.com

CB srl

MADE IN ITALY

La ditta CB si riserva il diritto di apportare qualsiasi modifica per il miglioramento delle sue apparecchiature.
The company CB reserves the right to make amendments to its equipment in order to improve it.
Document non contractuel. La CB pratique une politique d’amélioration permanente et se réserve le droit de modifier ses appareils
sans notification préalable.
Das Unternehmen CB behält sich vor, Änderungen oder Ergänzungen der bereitgestellten Informationen oder Daten vorzunehmen.
La empresa CB se reserva el derecho a realizar modificaciones para mejorar sus aparatos.
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Le fotografie rappresentate contengono optionals
Pictures are shown with accessories
Les photos représentées sont avec des options
Die Produktbilder sind mit Zubehör abgebildet
Las fotografías muestran los elementos opcionales

